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Abstract: This article contains a new proof for Euler’s Polyhedral Formula,
using some elementary techniques in linear algebra.
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Euler’s formula for polyhedra is well known to any mathematician. It

simply states that V +F = E+2 where V,E, F are, respectively the number
of vertices, edges and faces of any polyhedra P .

On his website http://www.ics.uci.edu/˜eppstein/junkyard/euler/, David
Eppstein presents 19 different proofs for Euler’s formula. My following proof
is not one of them. It resembles a bit with his 15th proof, but is different,
and can be understood by any student who is a starter in linear algebra.
This proof does not resemble on any induction, it’s just a way in which we
can find the formula directly. Although is a little longer, it is very easy to
undestand.

Let F1,F2,F3 be the sets of vertices, edges and faces of a polyhedra.
Also, let F0 = {∅} and F4 = {P} where P is the polyhedra itself. For each
i = 0, 1, ..., 4 we define Ui = FFi

2 and δi : Ui−1 → Ui defined by

δi(f)[F ] =
∑

f(E), forall E ⊂ F,E ∈ Fi−1.

Theorem 1. The applications δi are linear and imδi = kerδi+1, for
i = 1, 2, 3. Furhermore, δ1 is 1-1 and δ4 is onto.

This implies

Theorem 2.
4∑

i=0

(−1)i dimUi = 0 which is in fact

1− |F1|+ |F2| − |F3|+ 1 = 0,

yielding Euler’s famous formula for polyhedra

no. of vertices + no. of faces = no. of edges + 2.
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Proof of Theorem 1. For proving the linearity of δi, we see that

δi(αf + βg)[F ] =
∑
E⊂F

(αf + βg)(E) = α
∑
E⊂F

f(E) + β
∑
E⊂F

g(E) =

= αδi(f)[F ] + βδi(g)[F ],

where F ∈ Fi and E ∈ Fi−1 and the sum is taken for all E ⊂ F .
We prove that δi+1δi = 0 for i = 1, 2, 3. We have δi+1δi : Ui−1 → Ui+1.

We take f ∈ Ui−1. Then

δi+1δi(f)[F ] = δi+1(
∑
E⊂F

f(E)) =
∑
F⊂G

∑
E⊂F

f(E), E ∈ Fi−1, F ∈ Fi, G ∈ Fi+1.

It is easy to see that the last sum is 0 because each term repeats two times
and we are in F2 where 1 + 1 = 0. This is true because each edge intersects
exaclty two faces of the polyhedra, each vertex intersects exactly two egdes
of the same face, and for i = 1 we have E = ∅ and the sum has an even
number of terms. By this observation we conclude that for i = 1, 2, 3 we
have imδi ⊂ ker δi+1.

Now we’ll prove the other inclusions one at a time.
i=1. We need to prove that δ1 is injective and imδ1 ⊃ ker δ2. For the first

part we have that if f, g ∈ U0 and δ1(f) = δ1(g) then using their definition
we find that f(∅) = g(∅) which implies f = g. This way, we see that δ1 is
injective.

We take now g ∈ ker δ2. This means g ∈ U1 and δ2(g)[E] = 0 for any
edge E. But this implies g(V1) + g(V2) = 0 for V1, V2 ∈ E and for any edge
E. Because we are in F2, we have g(V1) = g(V2) for any edge E with V1, V2

vertices of E. Therefore g takes the same value p ∈ F2 on any vertex of the
polyhedra. Then we have g = δ1(f), where f ∈ U0 and f(∅) = p which means
g ∈ imδ1. Hence, we proved that ker δ2 ⊂ imδ1, which yelds imδ1 = ker δ2.

i=2 We need to prove that ker δ3 ⊂ imδ2. For this, we choose g ∈ ker δ3.
This implies g ∈ U2 and δ3(g)[F ] = 0 for any face F of the polyhedra. This
means

∑
E∈F g(E) = 0 for any face F . Now, we define a function f ∈ U1 in

the following way. Pick a vertex V of the polyhedra and choose f(V ) = 0.
Then, for any other vertex V ′ adjacent to V we define f(V ′) = f(V )+g(V V ′),
and we continue until we have taken all the vertices of the polygon. This
process is valid because sums of the values of g on the edges of one face is
always 0 and we won’t get for the same vertex two or more different values
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for f . Therefore, we found a function f ∈ U1 such that δ2(f) = g. This
implies that g ∈ imδ2 which yields ker δ3 = imδ2.

i=3 We want to prove that ker δ4 ⊂ imδ3. We take g ∈ ker δ4, which
means that g ∈ U3 and δ4(g)[P ] = 0. By the definition of δ4 we have
δ4(g)[P ] =

∑
F⊂P g(F ) = 0, where F denotes a face. In this way, we assign

to each face 0 or 1 such that the overall sum for all faces of the polyhedra
is 0. Now, we would like to construct a function f ∈ U2 such that g(F ) =∑

E⊂F f(E), where F is a faces and E denotes an edge. To do that we
consider the polyherda coloured in white, we pick an arbtrary face F for
which g(F ) = 0 and take f(E) = 0 for all the edges E of F . We look
now at a face F ′ which is adjacent to F ; this face, obviously has an edge
which is not common with F . We see that we can pick arbitrary values
for f(E) for the edges in F \ F ′ for all but one edges E of F ′. If E is the
last edge, then we pick f(E) such that g(F ) =

∑
E⊂F

f(E), and we can do

that because we are in F2. From now on, we say that a face F for which
we found f(E) for any edge E ⊂ F such that g(F ) =

∑
f(E), is coloured

in black, and the rest are coloured in white. We want to be able to keep
doing steps like the previous one until there is one last white face. Then,
because if F ′ is the last white face and

∑
F⊂P

g(F ) = 0, we must have g(F ′) =∑
F⊂P,F 6=F ′

g(F ) =
∑

F⊂P,F 6=F ′

∑
E⊂F

f(E) =
∑

E⊂F ′
f(E), which implies g ∈ imδ3,

and the last inclusion is proven.
To finish the proof we must justify that we can colour in black the white

polyhedra one face at a time, such that the white and black regions remain
connected (two faces are connected if they have a common edge). We need
to prove this because, for instance if we would reach a situation when there
were two white regions we would not be able to prove what we did in the
last paragraph for the last remaining two or more white faces. We state the
following lemma.

Lemma Prove that we can colour in black the white polyhedra one face
at a time such that the black and white regions remain connected.

Proof: We start by colouring in black one face. At every step, we colour
in black a face which is adjacent to the black region, such that we do not
have two or more disconnected white regions. Suppose that we reach a point
when we can’t do this anymore. This means that we have a black region B
and a white region W such that if we colour any face from W , there would
appear two or more white regions. This means that we can represent W as
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a map M in the plane such that if we colour any ”country” in black, this
would separate the M in two or more white regions. This implies that any
such country must tuch the frontier of M at least two chains of borders, as
we can see in Figure 1. We colour now a country named C. Two or more
white regions are formed, so we pick one, let’s say W1. Consider now again
M being white, and colour in black a country C1 from W1, resulting again
two or more white regions. Because C and C1 do not overlap, one of the new
white regions does not contain C, and we pick C2 from this region.

Figure 1: Visualising the Algorithm

Suppose now that we have picked countries C1, C2, ..., Ck as above. Then
if we colour Ck in black, we would find again two or more white regions
such that C1, ..., Ck are all in the same white region. We pick Ck+1 in a
different white region, which is non-void, by our assumption. This means, by
induction, that we can carry on this procedure indefinitely. This is obviously
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a contradiction, since there are only a finite number of countries in W . This
means that our assumption was not true, so we can colour the polyhedra in
black as the statement of the lemma says. �

This finishes the proof for i=3.
i=4 We have to prove that δ4 is onto. We see that δ4 : U3 → U4, where

U4 contains functions which assign 0 or 1 to the whole polyhedra. There are
only two such functions, constants 0 and 1. We can take g = 0 from U3 and
see that δ4(g)[P ] =

∑
F⊂P

g(F ) = 0. Taking g(F ) = 1 for F = F0(an arbitrary

face) and g(F ) = 0 everywhere else, we get δ4(g)[P ] =
∑

F⊂P

g(F ) = g(F0) = 1.

Therefore, imδ4 contains the constant functions 0 and 1, which are the only
functions from U4. This proves that δ4 is onto.

Therefore, Theorem 1 is proved. �
Proof of Theorem 2. From the Rank-Nullity Theorem, we know that

dim ker δi + dim imδi = dimUi−1, i = 1, 2, 3. Because δ1 is one to one we
have dim imδ1 = dimU0. Finally, δ4 is onto implies dim imδ4 = dimU4.

We see now that
4∑

i=0

(−1)i dimUi = dimU0+
3∑

i=1

(−1)i(dim ker δi+dim imδi)+

dimU4 = dim imδ1−dim ker δ2−dim imδ2+dim ker δ3+dim imδ3−dim ker δ4−
dim imδ4 + dim imδ4 = 0, because ker δi+1 = imδi for i = 1, 2, 3 by Theorem
1.

�
It is easy to see that dimUi = dim FFi

2 = |Fi|, therefore, using Theorem
2, we get Euler’s Formula for polyhedra.
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